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Select from the options below: 
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) Checklist
User:  All military personnel on PCS travel. 
Purpose:  This checklist is required to be used by the Traveler (TVLR) and Command PASS Coordinator (CPC) to ensure travel claims are completed correctly and comply with the intent of the orders before submitting. 
TVLR
CPC
Provide Initial Orders (stamped/endorsed with no highlights).
Do you have an order modification?  If yes, provide ALL modifications.
Do you want your travel reimbursement to be deposited into your EFT/Direct Deposit account on file (the same bank/account that your paycheck is currently direct deposited)?  If no, you must also provide NPPSC 7000/1 NPPSC Travel Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Information
Signed DD 1351-2 Travel Voucher or Subvoucher.  
Verify ALL blocks, paying close attention to:  
Block 4          - Full SSN required.
Block 5          - Check all type of payments being requested.
Block 6          - Must contain the new permanent address for the member.
Bock 10d          - Number of Privately Owned Vehicles (POVs) and the license plate information. 
Block 12          - A check in the appropriate box is required.  
Block 13          - Must include the address of dependents on date of receipt of orders.
Block 14          - Must be checked if applicable.  A DITY move is considered a government move.
Block 15          - Complete itinerary from the last permanent duty station (PDS) including all Intermediate stops and leave taken during 
            PCS.  If departing from a ship located at sea, start with "USS XXX at sea" then list first land arrival location. 
Block 16          - Must be marked if traveled by POV.
Block 18   - Must include all reimbursable expenses (i.e., lodging, taxi, tolls, TLE, etc.).  Annotate control numbers for non-availability                     
            of government quarters in remarks.  
Dependent Dislocation Allowance (DLA) 
Do you have dependents that moved?  If yes,  provide the following items:
- NAVPERS 1070/602 Record of Emergency Data/Dependency Application (Page 2) (pen and ink changes 
on old Page 2 with member's new signature and date)
- Dislocation Allowance (DLA) Statement
Single Dislocation Allowance (DLA)
If requesting Single DLA, provide the following items:
- PCS Orders stamped by the barracks to show you are not occupying BEQ/BOQ or the NAVPERS 1070/613 Administrative 
Remarks (Page 13) BAH Election
- NPPSC 7220/1 Dislocation Allowance (DLA) Statement 
NPPSC 7220/2 NPPSC Temporary Lodging Expense (TLE) plus daily itemized lodging receipt with a zero balance.
All paid lodging and or other receipts from any TDY stops, even if an advance was paid. 
Is airline ticket claimed?  If yes,  provide paid receipt and SATO endorsement.
Is rental car claimed?  If yes, provide paid receipt and SATO endorsement.
Temporary Duty Travel (TDY) Checklist
User:  All military personnel on Annual Training/Active Duty for Training (AT/ADT), Temporary Duty (TDY), Individual Augmentee (IA), Mobilization (MOB) travel, and DoD Civilians. 
Purpose:  This checklist is required to be used by the Traveler(TVLR) and Authorizing Official (AO) to ensure travel claims are completed correctly and comply with the intent of the orders before submitting.  Claims are to be completed within five business days upon completion of  travel. 
TVLR
AO
Provide Initial Orders (stamped/endorsed with no highlights).
Do you have an order modification?  If yes, provide ALL modifications.
Provide NPPSC 7000/1 Travel Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) Information  
Signed DD 1351-2 Travel Voucher or Subvoucher.  
Verify ALL blocks, paying close attention to:
Block 1          - Mandatory for ALL Government Travel Charge Card holders.  
Block 4          - Full SSN required.
Block 5          - TDY Member/Employee.
Block 15          - Refer to the reverse page of the DD 1351-2 for correct codes.
Block 16          - Must be marked if mileage is claimed.
Block 18          - Must include all reimbursable expenses.
Block 21          - Must have AO's signature.
Provide all lodging receipts with a zero balance (regardless of the amount).    
Did you obtain commercial lodging?  If yes, provide Certificate of Non-Availability.
Did you utilize a lease while TDY?  If yes, the paid receipt and lease are required.
Receipts with a zero balance for all reimbursable expenses $75.00 and above. 
Was leave taken while TDY?  If yes, please provide approved leave request.
Are you claiming in and around mileage?  If yes, please provide daily log.
Is airline ticket claimed?  If yes, provide paid receipt and CTO endorsement.
Is rental car claimed?  If yes, provide paid receipt and CTO endorsement.
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